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Executive Summary

The goal of this Background Paper and its associated Risk-Utility Framework (Appendix 1) is to provide a comprehensive rubric for navigating the many tradeoffs inherent in the evolving digital advertising landscape and the technology it is built upon. The aim is for a policymaker, advertiser, or privacy leader at a company, to have tools to evaluate the impact of a given digital advertising proposal, system, or regulatory approach. The Proposed Framework includes a comprehensive list of factors that are relevant to assessing a novel advertising solution or system, including (1) advertising utility; (2) data protection and privacy; (3) competition and economic factors; and (4) other social impact.

In 2024, the digital advertising industry is in the midst of a sea change. Regulators are now more focused than ever on strengthening individual privacy rights and preventing many of the harms associated with the use of personal information in advertising. Meanwhile, large platforms such as Apple and Google have taken significant steps in to limit access to advertising-related data about their users, through efforts like App Tracking Transparency (ATT), Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP), and the deprecation of third party cookies. Each change has rippled effects throughout the economy.

In reaction to these regulatory and platform pressures, businesses are actively seeking new tools and solutions to maintain identity and addressability, or to provide greater privacy safeguards, ideally (in their view) doing so while sustaining as much business utility as possible. Many solutions involve privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs), while others involve a significant shift in business models, such as a return to contextual advertising, the use of solely first-party data, or a shift to client-side processing.

Among competing solutions, there is heated debate over the extent to which PETs-driven advertising solutions necessarily represent an improvement in privacy. Meanwhile, solutions that do create greater technical limitations on the transfer of data may eliminate or reduce many aspects of business utility, or be viewed as detrimental to other social values, such as market concentration. Access to data is also relevant for many other values, such as the protection of children, the mitigation of bias, and the ability to conduct social research on issues such as political influence. FPF’s Proposed Framework aims to provide a means to assess all of these competing aspects and their associated tradeoffs.

We welcome public comments until May 26, 2024, including on how best to expand upon this Framework, how to demonstrate and clarify the inherent tradeoffs, and make it a useful resource for practitioners and other experts.
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1. Introduction - Expanding the Risk-Utility Debate

The goal of this Proposed (Draft) Risk-Utility Framework is to provide a common understanding and rubric for practitioners and policymakers to navigate the many aspects of data protection, utility, and other social values impacted by novel advertising strategies. In offering a comprehensive rubric, we aim to provide a practical tool, as well as a demonstration of the connections and tradeoffs inherent in the evolving digital advertising landscape and the technology it is built upon.

In focusing on the risks and utility of advertising, this Framework is an acknowledgement to the fact that digital advertising stands at a unique, and vitally important, intersection within the realm of data protection. Absent meaningful legal restrictions for most of its development in the last three decades, advertising has become increasingly data-driven, and incentivized large-scale data collection, profiling, and targeting methods that are often considered disproportionate, invasive, or inappropriate. At the same time, digital advertising drives a $600 billion global industry that impacts every sector of the economy, drives market competition, educates consumers about products, and allows organizations to communicate their value propositions. Digital advertising has also subsidized free and lower cost digital content and services, a societal shift not without its criticism, but that has nonetheless transformed access to information relied upon by people around the world.

In 2024, the digital advertising industry is in the midst of a sea change. Around the world, privacy regulators have become far more critical of mainstream advertising business models. Both lawmakers and enforcers of existing laws are now more focused on strengthening individual privacy rights and specifically preventing many of the harms associated with the use of personal information in advertising. In particular, as we describe below, there is a growing awareness of the ways in which personal information collected for advertising often ends up being used for a wide range of secondary purposes, both socially beneficial and potentially harmful or surveillance-oriented. Meanwhile, large platforms such as Apple and Google have taken significant steps in recent years to limit access to advertising-related data about their users, through efforts like App Tracking Transparency (ATT), Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP), and an ongoing process to deprecate third party cookies in Google Chrome. Each change has rippled effects throughout the economy, changing the way advertisers do business and often impacting social values.
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In reaction to these regulatory and platform pressures, businesses are **actively seeking new tools and solutions** to maintain identity and addressability, or to provide greater privacy safeguards, ideally (in their view) doing so while sustaining as much business utility as possible. Many solutions involve privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs), while others involve a significant shift in business models, such as a return to contextual advertising, the use of solely first-party data, or a shift to client-side processing (models such as the Apple SKAdNetwork API, and Google’s Privacy Sandbox). Even advertising experts may not know where to begin, and regulators face a steep challenge in crafting well-informed policy.

Among competing solutions, there is heated debate over the extent to which PETs-driven advertising solutions **necessarily represent an improvement in privacy**. For example, ad tech proposals claiming to be reliant on PETs have attracted criticism related to perceived “privacy washing” and “PETs washing,” referring to the superficial application of privacy branding, while in reality failing to meaningfully restrict or limit the collection and use of personal information. In contrast, solutions that do create greater technical limitations on the transfer of data may eliminate or reduce many aspects of business utility, or be viewed as detrimental to other social values, including market concentration. Meanwhile, we observe that access to data is relevant for many other values, such as the protection of children, the mitigation of bias, and the ability to conduct social research on issues such as political influence.

FPF’s Proposed Framework aims to provide a means to assess all of these competing aspects and their associated tradeoffs. We do not assign values to each aspect of utility, risk, or social impact, but rather aim to holistically identify the metrics for assessing a given advertising solution.

---


5 See Verve Group, *Identity Decoded: A Guide to Navigate the Identity Discussion 8* (2023) (Noting that “A majority (57%) of those who haven’t adopted any cookieless solution say it’s because they don’t know how the solutions work, while others say there are too many choices, making it hard to know where to begin”).


2. Novel Solutions and Risk Mitigation Strategies

In recent years, a range of novel solutions have begun to emerge in response to regulatory changes and platform-level changes, including the ongoing deprecation of third-party cookies. This Proposed (Draft) Risk-Utility Framework is intended to be applicable to any given advertising technology, system, solution, or business strategy.

Specifically, we are most interested in technical solutions that seek to replace elements of functionality being lost due to the deprecation of third-party cookies, many of which involve privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs). These most prominently include alternative IDs for identity maintenance, data clean rooms (DCRs), as well as uniquely PETs-driven solutions such as on-device processing or client-side processing.

In addition, we include in this section a brief discussion of strategies that are not necessarily novel at a technical level, but represent a significant shift in strategic trends, including: contextual advertising, reliance on first party data, and compliance with decentralized individual opt-out mechanisms. Each novel solution or business strategy serves to satisfy different business and/or regulatory goals, while creating its own set of limitations and trade-offs, summarized below. In all cases, the specific impact on data protection, utility, and other social values (Framework, Appendix I) will depend on the details of implementation.

- Alternative IDs

In response to loss of third party cookies, many advertising providers are relying on “alternative IDs,” such as the Trade Desk’s Unified ID (UID) 2.0, RampID, ID5, and Panorama ID, to conduct various forms of reporting, measurement, attribution, profiling, or targeting activities that rely on identifying unique browsers or devices over time and/or across unaffiliated sites or services.

In general, alternate IDs have two forms: deterministic IDs that are derived from information that a user provides, such as a hashed email address or phone number, and probabilistic IDs that are derived from passive or active device signals. Deterministic IDs, because they rely on user-provided information, may lend themselves to a greater opportunity to provide notice and/or consent. At the same time, they may be more limited in the scope of their application. For example, a survey found that 70% of publishers have no greater than 30% logged-in users, and that 44% of those publishers have been able to authenticate only 10% of those users.\(^8\) Accordingly, these forms of IDs may be most valuable to advertisers that seek a degree of certainty about the identity of the prospective ad recipients, as with highly personalized ad campaigns to known customers.

In contrast, probabilistic identification encompasses a range of methods that rely on passive or active signals from the device or browser (such as IP address, operating system details) to predict, within a range of useful probability, unique browsers or devices over time and across
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sites. Given the inherently imprecise nature of such models, probabilistic IDs can have varied utility – for example, offering certain short-term measurement capabilities, while offering less utility for campaigns requiring high degrees of accuracy. At the same time, such details can determine the impact on privacy and data protection: whether the signals are passive or active; derived from signals that are difficult or expensive to change, such as hardware information; the extent to which predictions are accurate; and the length to which identification can persist over time.

- **Data Clean Rooms**

A growing number of advertising solutions involve the use of intermediaries, or Data Clean Rooms (DCRs), that allow for the matching or linkage of personal information across datasets owned by two or more unaffiliated organizations, usually with technical or contractual measures in place to ensure the data is not used for unrelated purposes.

Depending on the technical and administrative configuration, the privacy implications of a business arrangement marketed as a “Data Clean Room” can vary significantly. In older or more traditional marketing co-op arrangements, the protections for pooled personal information could be limited to solely administrative or contractual agreements between participating companies. However, ad tech providers are increasingly developing DCR models that involve greater technical safeguards intended to limit companies’ ability to access, share, or re-use the underlying pool of personal information.

In many cases, advertising-related use cases for DCRs involve either enhancing the data that a company brings (e.g., as a custom audience), or facilitating some form of 1:1 matching between disparate datasets (e.g., in order to deliver or measure the effectiveness of ads between systems that use different forms of personal identifiers). These kinds of uses of DCRs may still trigger data protection legal requirements, or lead to the delivery of personalized content, even if the use of PETs limits the nature and volume of data that participating companies receive. In more privacy-protective arrangements, a DCR or other intermediary might provide only aggregated insights that do not allow for inferences or actions related to individual devices or browsers. Such arrangements may involve the use of privacy-enhancing technologies such as differential privacy (the addition of noise and limited queries) or secure multi-party computation.

- **“On Device” Processing (Topics API, SKAd)**

A significant shift in recent years, particularly among leading web browsers (e.g., Apple Safari, Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge) and other large platforms (e.g., Meta) has been the introduction of a range of solutions involving “on device” data processing. In general, these kinds of solutions are responsive to business or other incentives to derive insights from information that would otherwise either 1) be kept fully private; or 2) was previously made available, but is now limited or restricted in response to regulatory or platform pressures, causing platforms to seek alternative solutions for advertising needs.

In the first instance, platforms may seek to apply privacy-enhancing technologies to gain access to aggregate insights or machine learning models derived from data that would
otherwise be kept fully private. This is the case, for example, for entities that apply a combination of federated learning and differential privacy to train models on the basis of data from communications or other private datasets.9 Federated learning relies on a decentralized approach to training machine learning models, in which processing occurs locally on many different users’ devices, and updates to the central model are sent using privacy-protective methods. The resulting model can benefit from insights and learning derived from many different devices, without sharing or centrally processing the raw data from each user’s device.

In other cases, a range of advertising solutions are emerging that offer an alternative means to fulfill advertising use cases that may have previously relied on the unrestricted transfer and sale of personal data. This includes, for example, Google’s Privacy Sandbox solutions, Apple’s SKadNetwork, and others. Such solutions are designed to allow third parties to have access to either no personal information, or enough information to fulfill advertising use cases, but without having access to a significant amount of information about individuals’ browsing behavior over time. In reality, such solutions may involve a mix of on-device and off-device processing, with the central goal of offering advertising solutions while “reduc[ing] cross-site and cross-app tracking.”10 11

For example, in 2018, Apple introduced SKadNetwork, an API-based solution for ad measurement and attribution that allows advertisers to generate summary reports on ad campaigns conducted in the App Store and Safari, in the absence of third-party identifiers.12 Meanwhile, Google’s Privacy Sandbox involves a range of solutions being developed to offer advertisers the ability to target audiences and measure ad campaigns in Google Chrome without the use of third-party cookies, which are planned for deprecation.13 This includes tools for generating measurement and attribution reports, targeting custom audiences (Protected Audience API), and targeting content to interest-based cohorts of browsers based on individual browsing history (Topics API). Other browsers are following suit, with Microsoft Edge recently introducing an Ad Selection API.14

Overall, these kinds of advertising solutions involve a significant shift towards greater client-side or on-device processing, targeting, and segmentation, including through the use of privacy-enhancing technologies. This shift is intended to alleviate many of the significant privacy and data protection concerns associated with the unrestricted onward transfers of personal information associated with open web advertising exchanges and real-time bidding

---

9 See Applying federated learning to protect data on mobile devices, Meta (June 2022),
https://engineering.fb.com/2022/06/14/production-engineering/federated-learning-differential-privacy/.
10 Privacy Sandbox overview https://developers.google.com/privacy-sandbox/overview
11 See, e.g., Apple Advertising and Privacy, Apple (Apr. 2023),
https://www.apple.com/legal/privacy/data/en/apple-advertising/ (“[w]e may also use local, on-device processing to select which ad to display, using information stored on your device, such as the apps you frequently open”)
12 SKad Network, Apple Developer Documentation (last visited Mar. 28, 2024),
13
14 Microsoft Advertising Blog, The future of private advertising (Mar. 5, 2024),
(RTB). At the same time, however, they may still involve a degree of first-party data collection, processing, and individual profiling that remains concerning to privacy advocates, and may come at the cost of other values, such as transparency, accountability, advertising utility, or market concentration. Each solution should be carefully evaluated for its data protection and privacy impact, as well as impact on other values.

- **Contextual Advertising (e.g. Search, AdSense)**

In response to regulatory pressures, many advertisers are returning to a focus on contextual advertising, which refers to the placement of advertisements that are tailored to the content of the website or app in which they are viewed, rather than to the individual viewer. For example, contextual advertising might include search engine ads (e.g., a product or business relevant to search results in a single session), or ads based on key phrases on a website or app (e.g. an ad for reading glasses on a website for book reviews). More broadly, contextual advertising includes ads that are relevant to the likely audience of a publication at a particular point in time (e.g., an ad for luxury vacations placed in Forbes.com on the basis that its readers are likely to be affluent, or an ad for candy placed in advance of Valentine’s Day).

Notably, in most cases contextual advertisements are still delivered programmatically, i.e., through a data-driven ad network, and therefore may rely on personal information for aspects such as ad delivery and reporting (ADR), or brand quality control, discussed in more detail below. Contextual advertising may also not be sufficient for certain aspects of advertising utility, such as the ability to reach small or niche audiences. At the same time, it’s worth noting that contextual advertising can be highly informed by inferences drawn from large datasets of personal information, for example relying on less obvious correlations between human behavior and external factors, such as weather. Depending on the availability of data to be used for these additional purposes (making correlations, and measuring and reporting on ad effectiveness), the actual utility of contextual advertising solutions can vary widely.

- **Reliance on First Party Data (e.g., Social Media, Large Publishers)**

As large platforms increasingly restrict access to information about their users (e.g. Apple’s ATT), and in light of regulations that primarily restrict “sharing” and “sale,” many advertising providers are witnessing a significant shift towards greater reliance on “first party data.”

First party data refers to personal information that a business collects directly from their own customers through direct engagement. This can include known or identifiable customers, e.g. customers that purchase goods and services, subscribe to content, or hold authenticated accounts with a business, such as for social media or streaming services. It can also include less identifiable customers, such as not-logged-in visitors to a company’s websites.

In general, companies with either very large or high-value customer bases tend to be most successful in conducting personalized marketing and advertising for their own customers, or
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facilitating the placement of advertising from others to those customers, i.e., functioning as a Demand Side Platform (DSP). This would include, for example, social media platforms, premium publishers and their affiliates, and any other consumer-facing company with sufficiently valuable first-party data.\textsuperscript{17}

Depending on the scope of the first-party relationships, the privacy implications of first-party data collection and use can vary. It’s worth also noting that first party data is frequently “enriched” or appended with additional information to enhance the value of audiences and add to the information that is known about individuals, for example by purchasing data from data brokers and public sources.

- **Individual Opt-Outs through Decentralized Signaling (e.g., Global Privacy Control) or Authorized Agents (e.g., Permission Slip)**

Another strategy, which has been largely responsive to regulatory efforts in the United States, has been compliance with various forms of individual “opt out” mechanisms. Although operationalizing individual preferences is not new to the advertising industry,\textsuperscript{18} recent legal developments in the United States are requiring businesses to honor decentralized, browser-based opt-out preference signals received from individuals.\textsuperscript{19} A significant benefit of such signals for individuals is that it allows them to communicate a preference to opt out of particular processing activities at scale, i.e., to all websites or apps with whom they interact, rather than approaching each company individually. At the same time, communication of such preferences does not necessarily prevent data collection at the source, and there are ongoing serious challenges related to how businesses ought to comply, and how compliance can be measured or audited.

In a similar way, there are a growing number of organizations that offer an “opt out at scale” service to users, including by acting as an “authorized agent” under relevant laws and communicating an individual’s desire to exercise various rights (to opt out of personalized advertising, or to delete their data) to a large number of companies at once. While similarly offering a degree of post-hoc individual control over data processing and a way for individuals to exercise certain data protection rights at scale, these tools do not prevent initial data collection or necessarily guarantee legal compliance.

\textsuperscript{17} See Eric Benjamin Seufert, *Everything is an Ad Network* (Nov. 8, 2021), https://mobiledevmemo.com/everything-is-an-ad-network/.

\textsuperscript{18} Your Ad Choices Give You Control, Digital Advertising Alliance, https://youradchoices.com/control.

3. Utility: How and Why Advertisers Use Data (Framework Part A)

In order to begin evaluating the many emerging proposals (including, but not limited to, those discussed above), it is helpful to first have a basic understanding of the current role that personal information plays in various aspects of utility, and why advertisers consider access to personal information so vital.

Digital advertising operates as a complex data ecosystem. Programmatic advertising in the open web relies on a real-time exchange marketplace for buying and selling advertising inventory on the basis of personal information. Information about individual browsers or devices is derived from a user’s visits and interactions across a large number of websites, apps, and platforms, typically linked together through persistent, cross-site identifiers such as cookie IDs, mobile advertising identifiers (MAIDs), or a growing number of “alternate IDs” that seek to offer a replacement for third-party cookies (described above). Information related to online and mobile devices is often tied to “offline” information as well, such as information on retail purchases or visits, including information on an individual’s real identity.
The following areas describe the use of personal information in different aspects of programmatic advertising.

- **Advertising Delivery and Reporting (ADR)**

  A certain amount of basic information is required to facilitate the delivery of advertisements within an ad campaign (e.g., in the right formats, with a rotation of creative content, over a particular period of time) and to provide a report to the advertiser and bill them accordingly. In industry terms, this is referred to as Ad Delivery and Reporting (ADR).

  For the placement of ads (Ad Delivery), information from devices and browsers is used to allow advertisers to specify details for their campaign, such as advertising for a particular type of browser, device, time of day, or location, as well as capping frequency (number of times an ad is shown to the same device or browser), and sequencing of advertising creatives.\(^{20}\) Meanwhile, reports provided to an advertiser can vary and include, but are not limited to, “statistical reporting, traffic analysis, analytics . . . [and] billing.”\(^{21}\) Typically, these activities are facilitated with the use of persistent, cross-site identifiers or other forms of personal information, for example to deliver ads across multiple devices owned by user(s) in the same household, or to deliver ads in a particular order. However, a growing body of research may develop ways to facilitate certain ADR activities, such as frequency capping, without the use of personal information that allows for tracking over time.\(^{22}\)

- **Measurement and Attribution**

  A range of information, including personal information, is also used in measuring campaign effectiveness by linking advertising campaigns to specific business goals (e.g., overall brand lift or sales growth) or to individual actions (clicks, conversions, downloads, or purchases), or both. In the past, a simple metric such as “click through rate” (CTR) may have informed the effectiveness of an advertising campaign. In contrast, modern campaigns typically rely on other forms of measurement, such as app downloads, purchases, or conversion rates (the rate at which viewers download a service or sign up for an account, becoming known customers).

  More sophisticated attribution models often rely on the processing of personal information over time, in order to assess factors such as dynamic attribution, or attributing an action based on multiple advertisements or “touchpoints” with an individual, potentially across different devices or platforms that must necessarily be linked to the same individual.\(^{23}\) Each of these factors influence payment models for advertisers, as well as decisionmaking on how best to achieve return on investment (ROI). In general, the use of data for measurement and attribution does not create the same privacy concerns associated with profiling and

---

\(^{20}\) See definition of “Ad Delivery and Reporting” in the Network Advertising Initiative’s (NAI) Digital Advertising Glossary, [https://thenai.org/about-online-advertising/glossary/](https://thenai.org/about-online-advertising/glossary/).

\(^{21}\) Id.


behavioral advertising. However, it’s worth noting that absent limitations on storage, transfer/sale, and other secondary uses, information collected for measurement and attribution may still lead to many of the data protection impacts arising from downstream uses described below (Part 4).

- **Re-Targeting (Remarketing)**

Retargeting, or remarketing, is an industry term for advertising to an individual that has previously visited a given website or otherwise interacted with a particular business. In a typical example, a retailer may wish to reach unknown individuals that visited their site, browsed or placed items into a shopping cart, and perhaps left before completing a purchase. Currently, this can be facilitated through the use of pixel tracking and third-party cookies, by which a website owner places code (Javascript or a 1x1 pixel) on a portion of their website that triggers the placement of a third party cookie containing a unique identifier. Through the use of a third party ad network, the website owner can then reach that visitor in another unaffiliated context, such as through ads placed on other websites or platforms. This common scenario is frequently attributed with the experience of ads that “follow” a person around.

Although relatively simple in principle, pixel-based tracking and retargeting can raise a number of privacy and data protection risks. For example, data collection can be considered particularly high-risk if it occurs on websites that may reveal sensitive information, such as a retail site for prescription drugs. Ad networks or other platforms that facilitate retargeting for large numbers of publishers may be in a position to collect large amounts of information from across many publishers that individuals would not expect.

- **Behavioral Advertising**

Behavioral advertising, online behavioral advertising (OBA), interest based advertising (IBA), or simply “targeted advertising,” are all terms that refer to a range of activities that facilitate advertising to individuals on the basis of their inferred interests based on online activities over time and across unaffiliated sites or platforms. In addition to the basic cross-site advertising example described above (reaching a website visitor on another site through retargeting), behavioral advertising typically also includes advertising to “audience segments,” or groups of browsers or devices that have been segmented into perceived or inferred interest categories.

Although interests can be inferred using solely first-party data (for example, a user’s activities within a single social media platform), there is a broad industry of advertising intermediaries dedicated to inferring interest categories on the basis of an individual’s activities across unaffiliated platforms. Audience segments can often be appended or enhanced with “offline data,” or information about an individual’s retail purchases, in-person visits to locations, or information from public records.

---

24 For a leading industry definition of “interest based advertising,” see, e.g., [https://thenai.org/glossary/interest-based-advertising-iba/](https://thenai.org/glossary/interest-based-advertising-iba/).

The impact of an existing or novel advertising solution on privacy and data protection can vary tremendously – from relatively benign, to highly invasive or capable of causing significant harm. In a further complication, the concept of privacy itself, and what constitutes privacy and data protection harms, have different, culturally contingent meanings, with different aspects holding different values for different stakeholders.

Even within this complex debate, however, privacy harms related to digital advertising have been well-documented. In addition to the concrete, tangible harms that can occur through misuse of information, there is a widespread lack of trust, as in a 2019 survey finding that 55% of Americans object to companies “spying” on them for the purposes of advertising.25

In Appendix I, we aim to separate out the many elements of mainstream privacy and data protection principles that underpin our current legal and policy norms, as well as regulations such as the EU’s GDPR and ePrivacy Directive, as well as U.S. state privacy laws like the CCPA.26 This section is intended to allow an evaluator to comprehensively examine different aspects of privacy and data protection principles and bring their own values to the resulting analysis. While Appendix I contains a comprehensive checklist, we highlight a few of the most significant aspects here:

- **Lawfulness, Fairness, and Transparency**

As a first step in any assessment of privacy and data protection, an evaluator should consider the basics of whether, and how, personal information relating to individuals is collected. Both US and EU laws consider “fairness,” a fundamental aspect of data processing that involves collecting data in an open and transparent manner that is not misleading or unexpected. In the context of advertising, this may mean asking whether information about how the system operates is accessible, intuitive, easy to understand, and collected pursuant to consent or a known functionality or direct relationship with the controller.

- **Purpose Limitation (Secondary Uses)**

A common and significant criticism of modern digital advertising practices is that information collected for advertising can frequently end up being used for additional purposes that are
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unexpected, surprising, harmful, or otherwise incompatible with the original purpose for which the data was collected. For example, information derived from advertising exchanges is frequently purchased by government agencies for national security purposes, as well as routinely accessed by federal, state, and local law enforcement.27

- **Data Minimization and Storage Limitation**

As in all industries with data protection implications, digital advertising tools can be evaluated on the basis of their level of data minimization, which refers to collecting and processing the minimum amount of personal data required to meet the specific needs of the processing. Data minimization also incorporates the idea that information can be altered, redacted, or transformed to reduce its risk of identifiability (e.g., pseudonymization), and that there should be clear limitations on any long-term storage of information. Data minimization and purpose limitation are often considered together since the ability to consider the scope of collection and retention is limited by the purpose or purposes for which the data is likely to be used.

- **Integrity and Confidentiality (Security)**

The digital advertising system also has distinct vulnerabilities which may be exploited by bad actors, threatening both individual privacy and national security. For example, in the real-time bidding (RTB) process through which advertisements are facilitated, information or identifiers such as location data or time-stamps can be used to identify specific individuals. Reports by both the EU and US signalled that this information, such as individuals within given advertising categories, could be exploited to identify military and intelligence personnel, and to gather sensitive information about them.28

- **Accountability (Including Limiting Unrestricted Onward Transfers)**

Many of the harms, including secondary uses of information, that arise from current digital advertising practices are a direct result of an inherent lack of accountability associated with real-time bidding processes. Insofar as RTB advertising exchanges rely on the relatively unrestricted sharing and sale of information on individual web browsing behavior (subject to contractual agreements) with hundreds, or even thousands, of third parties, it is next to impossible to ensure that data will only be used for appropriate purposes. As a result, to the extent that a novel advertising solution offers an alternative to this form of advertising, it may be considered successful from at least one significant data protection perspective.

---


• **User Control (Opt-Ins, Opt-Outs, “Do Not Sell”) and Design**

Another relevant factor in data protection analysis is the extent to which individuals retain control over the processing of their information. This can include the ability to **opt-in** or consent to collection or specific processing, as well as the ability to **opt-out** or object to particular data processing. Other forms of individual control include the ability to exercise rights to **access, correct, or delete** information.

The exercise of individual control and individual rights over information is an integral part of data protection analysis, although it can sometimes be at odds with other elements, such as the minimization of data or reduction in identifiability. For example, data that has been pseudonymized, while it may still create some privacy risk to individuals, may no longer being sufficiently linkable to allow an individual to exercise an access or correction request. Finally, all opportunities for an individual to opt in or out of data processing, will necessarily involve some form of choice interface, and therefore an opportunity for “nudging,” or suggestive design or impartial presentation of choices. In particular, coercive or heavily weighted choice interfaces are typically viewed as negating an individual’s meaningful consent.  

• **Comprehensiveness and Sensitivity of Profiling**

Among the most prevalent concerns around advertising technology is that websites and advertisers can track users across the internet to form detailed profiles about individuals, including to evaluate, analyze or predict personal aspects of an individual. In a sense, all advertising involves a kind of profiling, since advertisements are placed in ways that are designed to reach a particular target audience – for example, by advertising running shoes in a fitness magazine, or by running a political ad on a late night comedy channel in order to reach young voters. Advertising profiles or “segments” can often be benign, such as when they are based on a perceived interest in a retail product. They can also be invasive, harmful, or offensive, such as when advertisers seek to reach low-income struggling audiences with harmful content, such as payday loans.

Audience segments can also range widely in accuracy, since advertisers are in the business of making predictions about likely interest, as well as shaping those interests. For all of these reasons, data protection experts and regulators typically look to the sensitivity of the profiling information (for example, whether it involves information on an individual’s race, religion, sexual orientation, political beliefs, health information, or related sensitive categories), as well as the volume and comprehensiveness of the profiling.

---

29 [I.e., “dark patterns”]
Impact on Marginalized or Vulnerable Populations

Digital advertising may also result in or perpetuate discrimination, resulting in advertising that is targeted or restricted based on protected characteristics. For example, a 2018 case brought against Facebook (now, Meta) alleged that Facebook and online advertisers were engaging in gender discrimination by disproportionately targeting men with job advertisements.\(^{31}\) The Department of Justice also brought a case against Meta for violations of the Fair Housing Act, alleging that Meta’s advertising algorithms filtered who was eligible to see certain housing ads based on users’ race and sex.\(^{32}\)

5. Economy and Society: The Effects of Digital Advertising on Competition, Political Influence, and Other Social Values (Framework Parts C and D)

Finally, this Proposed Framework aims to expand the traditional debates that frame utility and privacy as the only relevant tradeoffs to be considered in evaluating an advertising system. In recent years, it has become increasingly apparent that advertising impacts every sector of the economy, including both large and small players. Changes in mainstream advertising models and solutions can have an outsized impact on small businesses, small and medium sized publishers and independent and local journalism, and other economic metrics.

Many of these considerations are fundamentally questions of economic power or competition, either between large and small advertising providers, or between closed systems (“walled gardens”) and the more open, decentralized sharing of information that occurs on the “open web.” It is also the case that the collection and use of data can favor existing dominant players in the advertising industry.

Finally, we observe that beyond utility, privacy, and competition, there are a range of social values related to understanding political influence, giving access to researchers, and “social good” questions that frequently arise in debates about digital advertising. For example, niche and hyper-local marketing campaigns are often used by a range of businesses and non-profits, including government agencies, to communicate public health messages or other social benefits. The same technology that enables micro-targeting for advertising retail products can enable recruiting for clinical trials for rare conditions. And similarly, evaluators should consider the impact on the non-profit sector, and the ability of social causes to fundraise and reach audiences interested in social or political causes.


What’s Ahead: Next Steps

The authors actively welcome feedback on the proposed Risk-Utility Framework presented in Appendix 1 (below). In a future iteration, we aim to ensure that we have captured all relevant questions, presented them in a useful and practical way, and demonstrated many of the inherent tradeoffs between relevant factors.

As regulators and practitioners evaluate new systems and both craft and enforce new regulations, we anticipate that the era of the “advertising sea change” will continue for many years to come. A more privacy-protective era will necessarily require re-visiting many of the assumptions of previous decades, and returning to key principles of transparency, data minimization, purpose limitation, and individual consent. Depending on which aspects of privacy and data protection are most salient in our laws and policies, these will necessarily involve tradeoffs to many aspects of utility, competition, and other social values. Our goal is for this rubric to provide a resource for a holistic and fair analysis of new systems as they continue to develop.

- Are there any additional utility, privacy, competitive, or other social consequences that should be considered in a holistic analysis of a novel advertising solution or system?
- How can we effectively demonstrate, including through visual elements, the relevant tradeoffs and interconnectivity between different factors?
- What are the circumstances in which non-data protection elements (such as utility, competition, or social impact) ought to be considered as part of Data Protection Impact Assessment or other impact analysis?

Email comments to info@fpf.org by May 26, 2024 or contact us to discuss further.
Appendix 1


The following questions are intended to facilitate an holistic assessment of the impact of an advertising system on the basis of its advertising utility, impact on core data protection principles, and other societal values, including economic efficiency, competition, safety, political influence, and related research purposes.

Questions are intended to be addressed largely in order, although not all may be relevant to every advertising solution. We do not assign values to each question, leaving the reader to assess the relative importance of different assessments. Unless otherwise noted, the terms “personal information” and “individual” are not intended to refer to legal concepts, but instead should be conceptualized broadly to include any information collected in connection with an individual, their device(s), their browser(s), or their household, for the purposes of running an advertising campaign.

A. Advertising Utility

Some privacy-enhancing limitations to an advertising system will necessarily decrease the utility of that system by decreasing the availability of information for use in targeting, measurement, and attribution (for example, using non-persistent or short-range forms of identification rather than persistent or globally unique identifiers). The following questions are designed to assess the impact of a system primarily in terms of its utility to advertisers.

Ad Delivery and Reporting

1. Does the solution enable the technical delivery of an advertisement (e.g., in the correct size and format appropriate to the publisher’s specifications and the user’s browser, device, or operating system)?
2. Does the solution enable frequency capping (limiting the number of times that an advertisement is displayed to the same user or household)?
3. Does the solution enable ad sequencing (delivering creatives in a specific order to the same user or household)?
**Measurement and Attribution**

4. Does the solution enable an advertiser to know, with sufficient precision, the number of viewers or impressions an advertisement received?
5. Does the solution enable an advertiser to know, with sufficient precision, how many viewers converted to known customers (i.e., made a purchase, signed up for a service, or downloaded an app)?

**Targeting and Audience Reach**

6. Does the solution enable an advertiser to reach small or niche audiences (e.g. Sci-fi readers who live in Tampa, FL)?
7. Does the solution enable an advertiser to retarget or remarket to individuals who are not known customers, but may be interested in a product or service because they visited a website or clicked on a link?
8. Does the solution enable an advertiser to retarget or remarket to individuals on the basis of “offline” information, such as visiting a retail location?
9. Does the solution enable cross-device tracking?
10. Does the solution enable lookalike modeling?

**Quality and Brand Safety**

11. Does the solution enable advertisers to prevent their advertisements from being displayed in inappropriate contexts? (E.g. an airline promotion displayed next to an article about an airline crash)
12. Does the solution enable advertisers to prevent their advertisements from being displayed on particular publications (e.g., to avoid particular platforms or publishers)?
13. Can the processes and data flows be audited for compliance and ethical operation?

**B. Data Protection and Privacy**

The following questions relate to personal information (PI) collected, shared/sold, or processed for purposes of delivering and measuring advertising campaigns. Broadly, they are categorized on the basis of the principles and values derived from the GDPR, US state consumer privacy laws, and closely related data protection values (such as non-discrimination and the protection of children).

**Lawfulness, Fairness, and Transparency**

14. Is the PI collected as part of a direct relationship with the individual?
15. Does the individual have access to a concise, easily accessible, and easy to understand description of the controller’s data practices, including the purposes for which data is processed?
16. Does the individual about whom the PI relates have the ability to object to the processing of the data or prevent it from occurring?

17. Does the individual have the ability to easily access the underlying data, including any inferences made about them?

18. Is information about the technology easy or intuitive for the user to locate?

**Purpose Limitation (Secondary Uses)**

19. If the PI was collected for a non-advertising purpose, has it been re-used for advertising without the individual’s awareness, understanding or involvement?

20. If PI is collected for the purpose of advertising, does the collecting entity retain the right or ability to re-use PI for additional related purposes (such as improving targeting algorithms, identifying fraud or malware, or identifying bias or discrimination)?

21. If PI is collected for the purpose of advertising, does the collecting entity retain the right to re-use PI for additional unrelated purposes (such as sales for non-advertising business analytics use cases, law enforcement, or unrestricted rights to use data)?

**Data Minimization and Storage Limitation**

22. Is information collected necessary to achieve the specific advertising purposes and use cases communicated to the user?

23. Are individuals directly or indirectly identifiable on the basis of the data collected?

24. Is the PI tied to any universally unique or commonly used device identifier, such as a MAID, IMEI, phone number, or email address?

25. Is the PI collected associated with any persistent form of identification such that the same individual can be recognized over time and/or across devices, beyond the scope of the initial point of data collection?

26. If Yes to above: Is the persistent identifier used by other unaffiliated controllers such that it can be used to identify behavior across unrelated websites or platforms?

27. How long is information retained in a readily identifiable format?

28. How long is information retained in any individualized format (even if steps are taken to de-identify the data)?

29. Are time limits specific and limited (e.g. “three months”), rather than vague, indefinite, or adjustable (“as business needs require”)?

**Accuracy**

30. Does the controller have procedures for periodically reviewing, correcting, or erasing any inaccurate information?

31. Does the individual about whom the PI relates have the ability to request that any inaccurate information about them be corrected?
Accountability (including Unrestricted Onward Transfer)

32. Is PI shared with unrelated or unaffiliated controllers in order to facilitate advertising purposes? (I.e., excluding genuine service providers acting solely at the behalf of a single controller, not re-using, sharing/selling, or retaining data for any other purposes)
33. Is PI shared with a very large number of unrelated or unaffiliated controllers in order to facilitate advertising purposes?
34. Is PI shared with unrelated or unaffiliated controllers as part of an unrestricted sale or monetization arrangement?
35. If Yes (to any of above): Are the unrelated or unaffiliated controllers able to access data easily and without restrictions, or are they subject to meaningful technical, legal, or contractual restrictions?

User Control (Opt-Ins, Opt-Outs, “Do Not Sell”) and Design

36. Does the advertising system prevent the sale or unrestricted transfer of data?
37. Does the individual have the ability to enable, or disable, the data collection at its source, e.g. through blocking of sharing of data?
38. Does the individual have the ability to communicate an automated opt-out preference signal to all or most entities in an automated way (e.g., the Global Privacy Control) that will be respected by recipients?
39. If Yes (above), does the opt-out preference signal contain a mechanism for recipients to communicate back to the individual that the signal has been honored or respected?
40. If the advertising technology includes user permissions and signals (like Do Not Sell or user consent), does the system ensure that they are adhered to throughout the value chain, beyond contractual obligations?
41. Does the individual have the ability to communicate a direct opt-out or deletion request to a company in an easily accessible manner, without encountering an overly burdensome process or unnecessary requests for information to verify the request?
42. Are options presented symmetrically (e.g. “I consent” and “I do not consent”), and free of deceptive or manipulative design?

Comprehensiveness and Sensitivity of Profiling

43. Does the controller have the ability to buy and/or append “offline” data, or data from unrelated sources and combine it with existing profiles?
44. Does the system facilitate the creation of highly comprehensive behavioral profiles of an individual’s behavior?
45. Does the system allow for direct inference of sensitive characteristics or attributes of an individual (such as race, ethnicity, political affiliation, sexual orientation, transgender identity, union membership, etc.)
46. Does the system allow for indirect inference of sensitive characteristics or attributes of an individual (such as race, ethnicity, political affiliation, sexual orientation, transgender identity, union membership, etc.)
47. If Yes (to either of above), are there protections or safeguards in place to prevent sensitive characteristics from being shared, misused, or used to target content?

**Protection of Children**

48. Does the system allow for targeting of content directed to children?
49. If intended for general audiences, does the system allow for indirect inference that an individual is from or about a child? If so, does the system have dedicated mechanisms to prevent the identification of, analysis or sharing of information about, or targeting of content to, children?
50. Does the advertising technology support parental controls or age verification?

**Impact on Marginalized or Vulnerable Populations**

51. Does the system enable the targeting of individuals with content on the basis of protected characteristics (e.g. race/ethnicity, religious beliefs, political affiliation)?
52. Does the system allow for detecting and correcting biases, especially those inherent in AI models? How adequate are these systems? (What is the data's provenance? How representative is the data? Is the data balanced? Has intersectionality been considered? Are sensitive attributes present in the data?)

**C. Economic and Competitive Implications**

Restrictions on data, including as a result of regulations, will necessarily impact the economic landscape for advertisers, intermediaries, and publishers – “favoring” some and “disfavoring” others through access to data. Notably, the actual economic impact of some changes will be dependent on alternatives that continue to exist in the market or are developed as innovative solutions to regulatory pressures. The following questions are designed to help address the extent to which changes create undue hardships or competitive disadvantages:

53. Does the advertising system favor “closed” or account-restricted systems over the unrestricted sharing and dissemination of information on the “open web”?
54. To what extent does the advertising system create reliance on the advertising measurement capabilities of a single or smaller number of large or dominant platforms to facilitate delivery and measurement of advertising?
55. To what extent does the advertising system create greater reliance on “first party data,” or disproportionately benefit large or well-established brands or publishers?
56. Does the advertising system create undue economic barriers, such as diminished advertising revenue, for small and medium publishers or content creators?
57. Does the advertising system create undue economic barriers, such as higher prices, for small and medium businesses that advertise to small or niche audiences?
58. Does the technology simplify stakeholder cooperation and compliance or add complexity layers in a tightly interwoven ad tech ecosystem?
D. Social Implications (Research, Political Influence, Social Causes)

An advertising solution can also be assessed on the basis of its impact on social and other factors, including the ability to facilitate public and regulatory oversight of political advertising, influence, and disinformation.

**General**

59. What is the effect on detection and mitigation of advertising fraud, e.g. bots and invalid network traffic?
60. What is the effect on detection and mitigation of advertisement-delivered malware?
61. Are there measures in place to detect any form of misuse at scale?
62. Is the solution open or accessible to outside researchers to verify or test privacy claims or otherwise ensure the system's transparency and accountability?

**Political and Foreign Influence**

63. Does the solution allow for detecting and mitigating ads that promote hate speech, abusive content, or illegal content?
64. Does the solution allow for the placement of specific or issue-based political advertisements?
65. Does the solution contain safeguards for the kind of entities that can place political ads, in order to prevent, assess, measure, or mitigate influence from foreign nations?
66. Does the solution contain protections to prevent the sale, transfer, or access, of information to foreign adversaries?

**Social Causes and Democracy**

67. What is the effect, if any, of the mainstream use of the advertising solution on small, local, and/or independent journalism and news media?
68. What is the effect, if any, on support for public health and other government agency communications and advertising?
69. What is the effect, if any, on non-profits fundraising for social causes?
70. What effect, if any, on recruiting for specific clinical trials for rare conditions?